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Joe Biden’s ignominious fall from grace was unanticipated and abrupt. It all happened in
early June after Russian President Putin made a surprise announcement that a Russian naval
fleet would make a port call to Cuba amidst Ukraine’s proxy war as a show of force.

On June 12, a Russian naval fleet comprising a frigate, a nuclear-powered submarine Kazan,
an oil tanker and a rescue tug crossed into Havana Bay after drills in the Atlantic Ocean. The
next day, on June 13, a U.S. Navy submarine arrived in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, as a fleet of
Russian warships gathered for planned military exercises in the Caribbean.

U.S.  Southern  Command  announced  the  USS  Helena,  a  nuclear-powered  fast  attack
submarine, pulled into the waters near the U.S. base in Cuba. A Canadian Navy patrol ship
also docked in Havana. Ottawa said the ship arrived on June 14 to signal the “capable and
deployable” nature of the Canadian military.

The  Russian  naval  fleet  left  Cuba  on  June  17  after  a  five-day  stay  but  Putin’s  hawkish
maneuver precipitated a rift between the Biden admin and the deep state. The Pentagon’s
military brass favored a much forceful response to Russia’s provocation amidst Ukraine’s
proxy war but Biden got cold feet because brinkmanship could have led to nuclear standoff
with Russia in the election year.

It seems quite “a coincidence” that six weeks before Biden decided to drop out of the
presidential race on July 21, his cocaine addicted son Hunter was found guilty by a Delaware
jury on June 11 for owning a gun as a user of illegal drugs and lying on paperwork about his
drug use when he bought the gun.

Hunter Biden faces a maximum prison sentence of 25 years but is likely to receive a lesser
sentence. In addition, Hunter also faces federal criminal charges for failing to pay more than
$1.4 million in taxes on time. A trial in that case is scheduled to begin in September in Los
Angeles.

What’s even more surprising is the fact that Hunter Biden nearly avoided facing trials on
both the gun charges and the tax charges. Last year, prosecutor’s office and Hunter Biden’s
legal team struck a tentative plea deal in which Hunter would have pleaded guilty to two
misdemeanor tax charges and submitted to drug testing and other monitoring. Under the
deal, prosecutors would have deferred the gun charges and eventually dropped them if
Hunter had remained out of trouble.
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But the deal “miraculously” fell apart in June after the deep state decided that Joe Biden had
become a liability as president and needed to be replaced by a security establishment’s
stooge, Kamala Harris. Thus, Joe Biden was literally blackmailed by the deep state to quit
the presidential race in exchange for saving the life of his problem child.

Had Joe Biden decided not to quit the race, the security establishment threatened to open
host of other criminal cases against Hunter Biden, including the notorious Burisma Holdings
case in  which Hunter  Biden had received millions of  dollars  in  illicit  kickbacks from a
Ukrainian energy firm from 2013 to 2018 while his father Joe Biden was Obama admin’s vice
president.

On the other hand, security establishment via Democratic emissaries assured Biden to use
its  influence with judiciary to drop all  criminal  cases against  Hunter  if  Joe Biden agreed to
quit the race and kept quiet afterwards.

Reportedly, on the night of presidential debate with Republican contender Donald Trump on
June 27, Biden’s cook, an agent of the deep state, had mixed a psychotropic drug in his
food, thus he was stoned and couldn’t defend himself against Trump’s onslaught, which
became an excuse for dropping out of presidential race.

Kamala Harris, being an Indian immigrant and lacking a significant political constituency in
the  United  States,  is  an  ideal  presidential  candidate  from the  perspective  of  security
establishment. During her four-year unremarkable career as vice president and the way she
cheered waving Ukrainian flag during President Zelensky’s address to the US Congress, she
has proved that she would play into the hands of deep state like a servile puppet.

Although Biden himself  is  an establishment  Democrat  and was fully  onboard with  the
Pentagon’s policy of arming Ukraine and waging a protracted proxy war against arch-rival
Russia, being a veteran American politician, he had developed an imperious and patronizing
attitude during the four-year presidency that was looked down upon by swashbuckling
American generals who are accustomed to treating civilian politicians as batmen.

If  Kamala  Harris  wins  the  presidency,  which  I’m  sure  she  would  with  deep  state’s
unequivocal support, the security establishment’s grip on American politics would be further
consolidated and conflicts in Ukraine and the Middle East are likely to escalate.

Trump’s brush with death on July 13 was only a sequel to the macabre spectacle being
orchestrated by the deep state to consolidate its power. On July 31, 2022, while al-Qaeda’s
fearsome leader Ayman al-Zawahiri was standing in the balcony of a suburban Kabul house
inhaling fresh morning breeze, an American drone fired a R9X Hellfire missile, also referred
to as the Ninja Missile,  that’s  equipped with six  large blades flying at  high speed to crush
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and cut the targeted person into smithereens.

At the attempted assassination of Donald Trump at a Pennsylvania rally on July 13, Thomas
Matthew Crooks was simply “a patsy” like Lee Harvey Oswald, the alleged assassin of John
F. Kennedy. Although he borrowed an AR-15 rifle from his father, he only had blank bullets
that make an explosive sound without firing a shot.

There was a professional sniper perched on the rooftop of a nearby building who had a rifle
equipped with telescope and silencer. But his job wasn’t to shoot at Trump, as expected, but
rather to shoot at participants of the rally. In fact, he did kill one person named Corey
Comperatore and critically wounded two others.

The victims were intentionally shot because Trump’s powerful adversaries wanted to send a
loud and clear message that they mean business and next time it would be Trump lying
dead in the pool of blood, though the assassination attempt itself was merely a shot across
the bow, meant to petrify rather than kill Trump.

The object that injured Trump’s right ear was actually a miniature drone, the size of a
dragonfly and equipped with tiny but sharp blades, that’s developed by DARPA, though still
in  developmental  stages  and  isn’t  available  in  the  market.  In  fact,  Trump  did  confide  to
Robert  F.  Kennedy  Jr.  that  it  sounded  like  “the  world’s  largest  mosquito.”

Subsequently, FBI Director Christopher Wray testified before the House Judiciary Committee
on July 25 that former President Donald Trump may not have been hit with a bullet but with
shrapnel or some other object.

The assassination attempt, meant as a psy-ops tactic, served a two-fold objective. Firstly, it
created an atmosphere of  fear  and paranoia,  restricted Trump’s movement during the
election campaign,  as he has since been advised by the Secret  Service not to attend
outdoor rallies and conveyed a message that red lines shouldn’t be crossed in political
speeches.

Secondly, the drastic measure also managed to send a spine-chilling warning to Trump’s
political opponent Joe Biden that the deep state was willing to go to any extent to achieve
its objectives, even if it had to assassinate sitting US presidents, such as the brutal murders
of the Kennedy brothers following the Cuban missile crisis of 1962. Unsurprisingly, panic-
stricken Joe Biden decided a week after Trump’s brush with death to leave the White House
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for his Delaware mansion instead of morgue.
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